A. Conversation Questions

1. Why do you think most people procrastinate?

2. Do you prefer getting things done soon or just any time you want to? Why?

3. Do you think procrastination is good or bad? Why?

4. In what ways can procrastination be a good thing?

5. In what ways can procrastination be a bad thing?

6. Do you want to accomplish many things in your life or do you want to take it easy? Explain.

7. What kind of things do you often forget?
Procrastination

Who do you think would be more successful in life, a person who does things ahead of time or on time or a person who procrastinate and does things later? Why?

Do you think people in some cultures are in too much of a rush?

Do you think people in other cultures are too relaxed?

A. Comment on the following quotes

1. "Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday." - Don Marquis

2. "Procrastination is like a credit card: it's a lot of fun until you get the bill." - Christopher Parker

3. "You may delay, but time will not, and lost time is never found again." - Benjamin Franklin

4. “The best way to get something done is to begin.” - Author Unknown

5. "Tomorrow is the only day in the year that appeals to a lazy man." - Jimmy Lyons

6. "Procrastination is the thief of time." - Edward Young

7. “Don't wait. The time will never be just right.” - Napoleon Hill

8. “You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.” - Abraham Lincoln

9. “Nothing is so fatiguing as the eternal hanging on of an uncompleted task.” - William James

10. “To think too long about doing a thing often becomes its undoing.” - Eva Young